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Information Sheet 
Pentatonic Scale 
A scale is a set of notes consisting of different pitches. The distance between the notes (certain 
intervals) determine the type of scale. The most frequently used scales in European classical 
music are the major and minor scale. They consist of seven tones with half steps and whole 
steps between them.  
A pentatonic scale is a scale of five different notes (penta (Greek) means five). 
Pentatonic scales are typical for many cultures all over the world. Pentatonic scales are not only 
found in folk music but also in many children’s songs and in Gospels and Jazz music. 
One of the most common pentatonic scales is found on this sheet – the major pentatonic scale.  
It consists of the first, second, third, fifth and sixth step of a major scale. However, it neither is 
nor sounds like an incomplete major scale but has its own special character.  
Interestingly the notes of this pentatonic scale are the same as five consecutive fifths (e.g. do -
> so -> re -> la -> mi) transposed to fit into one octave (e.g. do, re, mi, so, la). 
 

 

Singing the Scale 
On the bottom of the page, the pentatonic scale is written on a staff. The students should sing 
the scale in various ways. The teacher can play along with the piano, or the group sings 
without instrument. 
Practice the scale in various ways: 
Sing the notes on the sing syllables, one note after the other. 
Sing only the ascending scale; sing only the descending scale. 
Start with only the first note and add more, one by one. (do, do re, do re mi, do re mi so, do re 
mi so la, do re mi so la do”) 
Sing: do” la so, la so mi, so mi re, mi re do 
 

 

Improvising on Black Keys 
To get a feel for the pentatonic scale, the students can improvise only using the black keys of 
the keyboard. Starting with G-flat (F-sharp) the black keys form the major pentatonic scale.  
Looking at the black keys and playing with them is an easy way for the students to understand 
the series of the tones with their intervals and distances. 
This exercise should not be done in connection with the exercise sheet. 
(If questions arise, the teacher might want to mention that the scale is transposed to the black 
key “so-flat”, so that the children understand that the scale itself is the same as what is written 
on their sheet.  
On their sheet the children see the scale starting with do’ because these are the pitches they 
have learnt so far.) 
 
For the improvisation, the teacher can accompany with a series of chords while a student plays 
on the black keys. Here is one possible example. wirth method
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If using the black keys instead of the pentatonic c,d,e,g,a,c” seems confusing, the students can 
improvise with the keys/notes they have leant so far. The teacher can accompany with the 
following chords: 
 

 
 
 

 

wirth method
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Exercise Sheet wm23a 
Read 
This is a sight-reading exercise. 
Before singing this exercise, the students write the names of the pitches underneath the 
corresponding notes. Then they try to find out at what point both voices sing the same notes. 
The students can make a big circle around those notes. 
 
Answer: 
 
 
 
The students start by singing the first and second voice individually, then they split into two 
groups and sing it in harmony: 
Clap the rhythm 
Count the beats of each measure (1, 2, 3) while clapping the rhythm 
Sing the melody on a syllable like “ooh” or “lo” 
Sing the names of the pitches (syllables) without the specific rhythm 
Speak the sing-syllables (so, mi, la, do, re) in the printed rhythm 
Sing the sing-syllables in the printed rhythm 
 
 

Ostinato 
Similar to the sheet 20d, there is an ostinato in the second voice. The teacher asks the students 
if they notice anything special about the second voice and then asks what it is called when a 
small pattern repeats itself. 
The students sing the ostinato by starting with the pitches without the specific rhythm, then 
singing the ostinato in the correct rhythm. 
Next the students sing the first line, practicing the rhythm and then the melody similar to the 
exercise above. 
Then the students split into two groups and sing this exercise as a two-part song. If there are 
instruments available the ostinato can be played on those (e.g. a piano, xylophone, three 
differently tuned drums). 
 
Additionally, the students should find lyrics to this two-part song. (Maybe working together in 
small groups.) The lyrics can be either nonsense syllables or random words, or a sentence. The 
ostinato should preferably have repeating lyrics. 
As lyrics for the melody, the teacher can give a topic like animals or food. 
 
 wirth method
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Pentatonic Scale 
On this empty staff, the students first write the treble clef. 
The students write down the scale in ascending order, i.e. do’, re, mi, so, la, do”. The note 
value is not important, so the students may write whole notes. Alternatively, the students can 
write eighth notes to practice writing them.  
If there is enough space on the staff, the students can then write the scale in descending order, 
i.e. do”, la, so, mi, re, do’. 
The students can make a game out of it, trying to sing the scale with the pitch names as fast as 
they can, while singing every note clearly. 
Another possibility is to sing every note twice or thrice. 
do’ do’, re re, mi mi,… 
More difficult variations are:  
1. do’ re mi, re mi so, mi so la, so la do” – do” la so, la so mi, so mi re, mi re do 
2. do’ mi, re so, mi la, so do” – do” so, la mi, so re, mi do’ 
 
 

Exercise Sheet wm23b 
Fill in 
This exercise is split into two steps to find a melody. 
First, on the line, the students write the corresponding note values to the rhythm that is written 
with the rhythm syllables.  
After the first note (half note) there is a bar line. This indicates the time signature the students 
have to write down at the beginning of the line. They also write bar lines after each bar. At the 
end they write the double bar line. 
The second step in finding the melody is finding the pitches. The names are written underneath 
the staff and the rhythm is the same as above. Again, don’t forget to put in the time signature 
and the bar lines. 
 
Answer: 
 
 
 
After writing down the melody, the group speaks the rhythm and sings the melody. 
 
 
 
 
 wirth method
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Read 
This is a sight-reading exercise similar to exercise sheet wm23a. First the individual lines should 
be established before singing them together: 
Speak the rhythm while the teacher counts the beat. 
Say the names of the pitches in the rhythm of the song. 
Sing the pitches without rhythm. 
Sing the pitches in the correct rhythm. 
Sing the melody with the lyrics. 
 
These motives are relatively simple. After learning the phrases, it can be used as a conducting 
exercise: The group is split into three groups, each group singing only one line and repeating it 
on and on. 
First the teacher gives a cue for the first group to start. The teacher adds the second group and 
gives a sign to the first group to stop. The teacher adds the third group, etc. The teacher can 
add or stop any group to find any possible combination of voices. If needed, the teacher should 
help a starting group to find the beginning pitch. 
A student takes the role of the conductor: the student gives cues to add a group or to stop a 
group. A simple cue can be pointing at the group to start and showing the flat palm to stop. But 
the cue has to be early enough, so that the group has enough time to prepare and start singing 
properly. 
More advanced students can give proper conducting signs. 
 
 

Write 
In this dictation exercise, the students can do the task in two steps: 
On the first staff the students write the treble clef, and when the teacher sings the melody, the 
students write the pitches without the rhythm. The teacher splits the phrase into shorter parts 
to make it easier. The teacher repeats as often as necessary. 
Then the teacher sings the melody again, accenting every first beat, and asking the students 
which time signature it is. 
On the second staff the children write the treble clef and the time signature. The teacher sings 
the melody again and the children write it down with the correct rhythm. (Initially it can be 
helpful to mark the rhythm with long and short lines.) 
As soon as all are done, the whole group sings the melody with the names of the pitches. 
 
Answer: 
 
 
 
 wirth method
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Exercise Sheet wm23c 
Compose 
On the first half of this sheet, there is an example of how the students can compose a short 
melody with the pentatonic scale. Starting with the lyrics, which are written on the top, one 
finds a rhythm and then makes it into a melody. 
Before starting to compose the melody, the students use the example as sight-reading exercise.  

1. They read the sentence. Doing so, the students can try out, reading it in different 
rhythms (long and short syllables). 

2. The students read the rhythm line with the syllables “da, ti ti, da-a, sh” and compare the 
long and short lines above to the written rhythm.  

3. The students read the rhythm with the lyrics. 
4. They read the melody with the names of the pitches. 
5. Finally, they read it with the lyrics. The “sh” can either be sung with the written note, or 

by saying “sh” as synonym for a rest. The students compare the wavy line to the 
melody. In case a student would interpret the wavy line differently, they should present 
their interpretation. 

 
In the second half of this sheet, the students compose their own melody with the lyrics: 
“Tortoise runs and rabbit jumps, and I silently watch.” 
Each student reads the sentence a few times, trying out different rhythms with long and short 
syllables and perhaps rests. When a student finds a rhythm they like, they write it down with 
long and short lines. Next, the lines should be transcribed into proper notes and rests. To do 
so, the students have to know what time signature they were using. 
If necessary, the teacher helps, finding the right time signature and writing down the rhythm. If 
the rhythm of a student is very complicated, the teacher suggests a simpler rhythm and asks if 
the student likes it. 
The next step is finding a melody. To do so, the students read the lyrics in their rhythm, trying 
out different melodies (ascending, descending, jumping up and down, repeating notes,…). 
In order to only use notes from the pentatonic scale, the group can first do the oral exercises 
from wm23a: “Pentatonic Scale”. 
 
When the students find a melody they like, they mark the melody with a wavy line. Then the 
students write down the melody with proper notes. Don’t forget the time signature, bar lines, 
and the double bar line at the end. 
When they are done, every child can present their composition. 

wirth method


